Day 1 - Structure
Introduction – Who are we and who are you?

Introduction to course structure

Technicalities and organisation
Introduction

Who are we?
Who are you?

Why are you interested in MSP?
Have you heard of MSP before?

What do you hope to learn in this course?
Monday

Today:

Introduction to MSP, definitions, status, …

Homework: MSP in your country / region / area
  • What types of sea use are ongoing in your country/region/area?
  • Why is or could MSP be useful?
  • Does MSP exist (or parts of it)?
  • What are or could be its aims?
  • Do other forms of marine management exist?
  • Which conflicts do you expect?
  • Who are or could be the relevant authorities for MSP?
Group presentations: MSP in your countries/areas

Group exercise (plenary):
• Who are the actors with an interest in the sea, and how are they looking at the sea? A look at values, perceptions, interests & emotions
• Are all actors/stakeholders equal?

Group discussion (plenary):
Values, emotions and interests in the marine realm

Homework:
MSP in your country and area – Who are the stakeholders? Mapping actors, interests, values, perceptions and power
Wednesday

Group presentations:
MSP in your countries/areas – stakeholders and actors

Lecture: MSP as a (planning) process
Lecture: Multi-use environments and compatibilities

Homework:
MSP in your country/area – conflicts, synergies and compatibilities
Group presentations:
MSP in your countries/areas – compatibilities

Lecture:
Implementation, monitoring and evaluation in MSP

Group discussion:
Critical reflection on implementation and evaluation
Collection of open questions

Homework:
Joint report on MSP cases in your countries/areas
Friday

**Group presentations:**
Overview of your reports, comparison of cases and joint findings

**Group discussion (plenary):**
Feedback and open questions

No homework but weekend